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ON TWISTED LIFTING

BY

YUVAL Z. FLICKER

Abstract. If a is a generator of the galois group of a finite cyclic extension E/F of

local or global fields, and e is a character of CE ( = Ex or Ex\ Ax) whose restriction

to CF has order n, then the irreducible admissible or automorphic representations <n

of GL( n ) over E with "it = it ® e are determined.

Let F be a local or global field, and E a cyclic extension of F of degree e > 1; CF

denotes the multiplicative group Fx if F is local and the idèle class group Fx\ A x if

F is global. Put G = GL„ and fix a character e of CE whose restriction to CF is of

order n. It determines a character e of G(E) or G(E)\G(AE) by e(g) = e(det g).

The restriction of e to CF determines by class field theory a cyclic extension FE of F

of degree n. Fix a generator a of the galois group Gal(E/F). Denote by R(G) the

set of equivalence classes of irreducible admissible (or automorphic) representations

of G(E) (or G(AE)). Then a acts on R(G) by V(g) = vr(a(g)) (g in G(E) or

G(A£)), and we denote by °Re(G) the set of vr in R(G) with V = ■n ® e.

Theorem. Fftere ex/'s/i a natural bijection between aRe(G) and the set of

Gal(F£/F)-orbits of characters on NL/FCL, where L = FeE.

In the case E = F this is due to Kazhdan [K] in the local case and if it is cuspidal

with two supercuspidal components. Kazhdan's proof is remarkably elegant. Com-

plete local and global results are derived from the study of the unramified case only.

Our proof follows Kazhdan's, and uses Kottwitz's base change lemma [Ko] and

Arthur's explicit trace formula [A'].

We also show (Lemma 15.1) that the above 77 are induced Ip(r) from a

representation t = (t', °t' ® e',...,"" t' ® e"V •••""' e'), where e' = e"1 and t' is

a (super) cuspidal representation of GL(w', E), n = mm'. F is a parabolic subgroup

with Levi component GL(m')m. Then if L' = E n FE is an extension of F of degree /,

we must have that / divides m (Corollary 16.2) (and m/l is prime to e (Proposition

17.1)). For example, in the special case where E = Fe, each it of the above type is

induced from a character of a Borel subgroup. Hence it is not in the discrete series.

We proved this result in [F] when E = Fe is a quadratic extension of F, using the

trace formula twisted as here. In fact this motivated us to look for a twisted analogue

of Kazhdan's lifting. Further description of our vr is given in §§16 and 17.
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We restrict our attention to the case where the characteristic of F is 0. The case of

char F # 0 follows from a forthcoming general method of Kazhdan.

I am grateful to D. Kazhdan for reading this note and making useful comments.

0. Norm. We shall now describe the algebra E[ = F£ ®F E. Put L = FeE, L' = Fe

n F and / = [U : F]. If e = [E : F], n = [Fe : F], e = e'l, and n = n'l, then e' =

[E: L'\ = [L : FJ and n' = [Fe : L'] = [L : E]. The galois group Gal(L/F) is gener-

ated by a and $, where the restriction of a to F generates Gal(E/F) = Z/eZ; the

restriction of í> to Fe generates Gal(FJF) = ï/n"L. F£ (resp. L') is the fixed field of

a1 in L (resp. E). E (resp. L') is the fixed field of $' in L (resp. Ff).

The algebra E'e = Ft®F E is a direct sum L © • • • © L of / copies of L. It is

viewed as a subalgebra of the « X « matrix algebra Mn(E) over E by fixing an

embedding of L in Mn,(E). Taking a'-invariants this yields an embedding of Fc in

Mn,(L'). The restriction of the determinant map Mn,(E) -» F to L is the norm map

AL/£ from L to F. The restriction to Fe is NF/L.. The multiplicative group Fe'x of E[

is the group T(E) of E-valued points on a torus F of GL(«) defined over F Further,

F(F) is Fx.

The restriction of the automorphism a of Mn(E) to the subalgebra E'c — L ©

■ • • © L has the form aô = (a52, o83,... ,o8x) if 8 = (5,,... ,5,) lies in Fe'. We have

NE/FE'e = NL/FL since

Ô • o-Ô.a£-x5 = 5' • o'S'.o'C'-VS',

where

8' = 8X ■ o82 ■ o283.o'^S/    (in L).

If aô = 8, then 5 = (8X, o-\,.. -,o]~'8x) with ôj = o'8x in FE. In general det ô =

det 8X.det 8, = NL/E(81 ■ ■ ■ 8,)   lies   in   E.   If   8 = 08,   then   det ô   is

Nf/u{Nl'/f0i) = NF/F8X. For transfer purposes we need

0.1 Lemma. There exists a character i\ = (17 x,. ..,r\,) of E'*= Lx© ••• © Lx with

e(deto) = 11(08/8), 8 in E^x.

Proof. Since

e(det Ô!

we have rj,(ax) = Tj1 + 1(x)e(det x). Hence it suffices to find r\x with

■qAa'x/x) - e[NL/E(xax ■ ■ ■ a'~lx))    (xinLx).

But if x = a'x, then x lies in Fx and the right side is e(NL,/FNFjL,x) = 1.

1. Characters. We fix a character tj = (tjx,.. . ,ij,) of F(F) = Lxffi • • • © Lx as in

Lemma 0.1. Then i¡i + x(x) = r\¡(ax)e(det x)'1 and r\x(a'x/x) = e"(NL/Ex) (x in

Lx), where e"(x) = e(xax ■ ■ ■ o'~lx) and a' = a1. Then there exists a one-to-one

correspondence between the set of characters x on NL/FLX = NE/FT(E), the set of

characters Xi of Lx = TX(E) = (Fe ®L, E)x with °Xi '= Xi "'liÁi (it is given by

det 8,) =
Vt(a°i) 'vAaôi) Vi-AaSt)

Vi(8x) -Viioi) V,(S,)
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Xi =1rX°^¿/r). and tne set °f characters Xe = (Xn-•->X/) of T(E) with

°Xe = Xe "V/V (=X£-e°det), where ar¡(8) = y(o8) (it is given by Xe = V '

X ° NE/F, which has the component

X, + i =0'XiTï, + i/"'Di = °'xi{(e°e '-°'^)»det]"1).

Namely we have a commutative diagram of character groups:

f(F)=>x     ~     Xi^ff(E)

\      I

Xe^HE)

These homomorphisms can be described also as L-group [B] homomorphisms

LT(F) ^LTX(E), LT(F)^LT(E), LTX(E) ^LT(E). To be explicit, if WL/K is the

relative Weil group [T] of L over Fe, namely we have 1 -> CL -» WL/F -* Gal( L/Ff)

-» 1, then the map LT(F) = Cx X WL/Fg -* LTX(E) = CXc' X WL/F¡ is given by

(z; u; a") <-* (zr>x(u), zvx(a'u),.. .,ziix(a'e'~lu); u; a").

Here z in Cx, u in Lx, 0 < /' < e', and a' acts on CXe by permutation.

1.1. L-groups. The relations between the characters x, Xi, Xe °f T(F) = Fex,

TX(E) = Lx and F(F) = Lxffi ■ ■ • © Lx are explained in §1. The lifting of these to

representations tx of GL(«', E) with "'tx = rx ® e" and w of GL(«, F) with V s

w ® e is compatible with an L-group homomorphism LT(E) -*LGL(«, F), which

splits as / copies of the map LTX(E) ->LGL(«', F). We regard the groups TX(E),

T(E), GL(«', F) and GL(«, E) as groups defined over F. They can be viewed as

groups over F on restricting scalars from E to F. To define the map note that LTX(E)

is the semidirect product of Cx" and Gal(L/E) (which permutes the factors of

Cx" ), and LGL(«', E) is the direct product of GL(n', C) and the galois group. We

embed Cx" as the diagonal in GL(n', C), and map the generator $' of Gal(L/E) to

w X $. Here w is the matrix of GL(«', C) with (/', /) entry 1 if i + 1 = j (mod «'),

and 0 elsewhere. If rx is the image in LGL(n', E) of Xi (in TX(E)), then x£ (in T(E))

maps to (rx,aTx <8> e',...).

2. Unramified case. Let F be a local field, E an unramified extension of F of

degree e > 1, e the unramified character of Fx with e(w) = f, f = e27"/n, where w is

a local uniformizer in F (hence in E). For x = uùr (r in Z, h a unit in the ring 0 of

integers of F) in Fx we write ord(x) = r and |jc| = q~r, where q is the number of

elements in O/uO. The restriction of e to F has order n. Since e is of order n on Fx it

determines the unramified extension Ee of F of degree n, by class field theory. The

kernel of the character e(g) = e(det g) of G(E) is denoted by G0(E). The quotient

G(F)/G0(F) = Ex/NEt/EE* = Gal(FE/F) s Z///Z

acts on the set R(Gf) of equivalence classes of irreducible admissible representations

p of <70(£) by g: p -» pg, where pg(h) - p(g_1r/g).

Denote by /v°(G0) the set of p in F(G0) with p« * p for all g * e in G(E)/G0(E).

Signify by # the maximal compact subgroup G(&E) of G(E). It is also a maximal

compact subgroup in G0(E), and we denote by R°K(G0) the set of unramified
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elements in R°(G0). Let Z be the center of G. Then Z(E) is the center of G0(E). Fix

a character 6 of Fx = Z(£), and let R\"(G0) be the p in R°K(G0) with p(z) = 0(z)I

for z in Z(E). R°¿e(G0) is empty unless 0 is unramified, in which case R0¿e(G0)

consists of a single element pe by [K, §2, Corollary, p. 219].

Recall [K, §2] that pe is the unique unramified irreducible component in the

restriction of ttb to G0(E), where tre is the unramified representation of G(E)

constructed as follows. For any s = (sx,...,sn) in Cx" let Xj he the unramified

character of the upper triangular Borel subgroup B(E) of G(E) whose value at the

diagonal matrix (ür\...,air") is sf • ■ ■ sf. The induced representation ñs of G(E)

from xs on B(E) contains a unique unramified irreducible constituent irs. Now the

unramified character 0 of Fx is determined by its value X = 6(<b) at w, and À

determines an «-tuple s^ = (¡x, Çti,... ,Ç"~1p) m Cx" up to permutation, by X =

iinÇ"("~l)/2. Then tt9 = irs. It is clear that the unramified p9 and ir9 are a-invariant,

where a is a generator of the cyclic galois group Gal(E/F), namely, °we = ire,

°Pe = Pe-

3. Transfer. Let 0 be a generator of the cyclic galois group Gal(FJF). For any h

in Ffx put

Â(A) =     u     (1 - 9'(h)/9J(h))
l<i<j<n

and

A(h) = |A(/,)2|1/2r,("~1)val(A(/,))/2-

Note that A(h)2 lies in F, and that ln/1 = -1. The set F/ of h in Fex with A(//) * 0

is called the regular set of Fe.

As in §0, the cyclic extension FE of F of order n is the splitting field of an elliptic

torus F of G over F. The multiplicative group of E't = Fe ®F E is isomorphic to

T(E), and we choose F so that the group of units of the ring of integers in E'e is

isomorphic to T(E) n K. In particular FEX is isomorphic to T(F) and 0F to

T(F)n K, under this isomorphism. If 8 lies in F(F) (= (F„ ®F F)X) we define the

norm h = N8 = NE/F8 to be the element 8a(8) ■ ■ ■ ae-\8) of T(E). The galois

group Gal(E/F) is generated by a. It acts on G(E).

For any smooth function/on G(E) with f(zg) = 0(z)~lf(g) (z in Z(E)) which is

compactly supported on G(E) mod Z(F) put

Ih(f) = v(o)( e(x)f(x-18ax)dx.
JPG(E)

We write PG(E) for G(E)/Z(E), and note that e(z) = 1 for z in Z(E) and

0(z/az) = 1 since 0 is unramified. Note that Ih(f) depends only on the conjugacy

class of h = N8 in G(F). The character tj is defined by Lemma 0.1. We assume it is

unramified.

Denote by °R(G) (resp. °R(G0)) the set of a-invariant p in R(G) (resp. R(G0)).

For such p we have "p = p, so that there exists an invertible operator A from the

space of °p to the space of p with °p(g) = A~lp(g)A. We write trp(/X a) for the
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trace of the operator p(f X a) = jPC(E)f(g)p(g)A dg. This operator is of trace class

for the above/. We take A with Ae = I; since Ae intertwines p with itself it is a scalar

for irreducible p by Schur's lemma. If p is unramified, then "p = p and A is a scalar

for irreducible p. We take A = I in this case, and then trp(/ X a) = trp(/) for our

/. The same comments apply to irreducible p in aR(G0) and / on G0(E) with the

same properties.

4. Let H g be the convolution algebra of Zf-bi-invariant compactly supported

modulo Z(E) functions/on G(E) with f(zg) = 6(z)-1f(g) (z in Z(E)).

Proposition. For any f in He and 8 in T(E) with regular h = N8 in NT(E) =

NL/FLX we have A(h)Ih(f) = trire(f X a).

To prove this, we first note that since tre is unramified we have "^(g) = TTe(a(g))

= Te(g), hence tr rr9(f X a) is equal to tr rr6(f).

5. Lemma. If fin He satisfies tr Tre(f) = 0, then Ih(f) = Ofor allh.

Proof. Put w for ire. Since tx AB = tr BA and there is an invertible operator A on

the space of rr with w(g) = e(g)Air(g)A~1, we have

tr f f(g)^(g) dg = tr f e(g)f(g)A^(g)A-i dg = tr f e(g)f(g)^(g) dg

so that we may assume that/is supported on G0(E). Note that Ih(f) depends only

on the restriction of/ to G0(E) (see Lemma 11 below). Choose ß in G(E) with

E(ß) = f and define the smooth function/on G0(F) by

f(g)=Lr,f(ß-g°ßi).
/-o

Explicitly ß can be taken to be the diagonal matrix (w,l,...,l)in G(F).

5.1. We claim that for any p in R(G0) we have trp(/x a) = 0. Otherwise p must

transform under Z(E) by 0 and be a-invariant, hence there is a nonzero intertwining

operator^ with p(g)A = Ap(a(g)) and Ae = 1. Now

n-l

tr/ f(g)p(g)Adg= Er'tri f(ß-goß')p(g)Adg
JPG0(E) ,_„ -VC^E)

= LritTff(g)pß'(g)Adg = Er'trp^(/X a).

Here PG0(E) is G0(£)/Z(£). If pa s p for some a = 0'' (1 < / < n) then there

exists an operator 5 so that p"B = Bp, and since o(a) = a, B can be assumed to

commute with A. But then trp(/X a) = 0. Moreover, if tr pa(f X a) =* 0, then pa is

unramified, hence lies in R°¿e(G0). This set consists of pe alone, hence

trp(/X a) = r'trPfl(/X a) = r'trw9(/ X a).

This is 0 by the assumption of the lemma.

5.2. Kazhdan's completeness argument implies that since trp(/X a) = 0 for all p

inF(G0), then

JPG0(E)
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is 0 for all o with regular h = Aô, as required. To sketch this argument we take a

global field F whose completion at v0 is our local field, and a function/= ig)/(, on

PG0(AE) whose component at v0 is our local/, at a place vx which splits completely

in E/F it is a supercusp form, and at a place v2 it is supported on the set of 5 in

PG0(EV ) with elliptic base-change norm in PG0(FD ). The assumption trp(/x a)

= 0 implies the vanishing of the representation theoretic side of the Deligne-

Kazhdan trace formula, hence the finite sum of twisted orbital integrals of / on

FG0(A£) is 0. Given 8 in PG0(EV ), it suffices to choose a global element o in

PG0(E) near o in PG0(EVi), and /with //(jc-1^*)) dx # 0 but ff(x-l8'o(x))dx

= 0 for o' in PG0(E) not a-conjugate to o, to deduce a contradiction to the

assumption jfv (x_18a(x))dx # 0.

6. It follows from Lemma 5 that there exists a function <p on the set of regular

h = N8 in NT(E) so that

'*(/) = <p(A)tr%(/Xrj)

for all/in Hfl(G) and the above h.

Define <pg in Hfl by (¡^(g) = 0 unless g = zk (z in Z(E), k in AT), where

(pff(g) = 6'1(z)\K\~1. We denote by \K\ the volume of K. Since trtTe(cpe X a) = 1 we

have

<p(h) = r)(8)( \K\'le(x)dx
JxePG(E)

x-18o(x)(EK

for all 5 with regular h = N8. We may assume that ô lies in T(E) n K, in which case

7,(6) =1.

6.1. Lemma. For any 8 inT(E) n K with regular h = N8 we have <p(h) = A(h)'1.

Proof. In the case E = F this is Kazhdan's lemma [K, §3, Theorem 1]. To reduce

the general case to this case we use Kottwitz's base-change lemma [Ko], which we

now recall. We have to study

/ \K\-\(g)dg=        E       e(g)=    E   «(*)-
J{g^PG(E)\g-lSa(g)eK} g&G(E)/K X(=XSE°

g-lSa(g)ŒK

The last sum is over all vertices x = gx0 in the Bruhat-Tits building XE [Ti] of G(E)

which are fixed by 8a, namely Sax = x. Here x0 is the hyperspecial point in the

building XF of G(F) whose stabilizer in G(F) is G(0) = K(F), and K = G(0E) in

G(E). We put e(x) = e(g). This has to be compared with

E   •(*)-/ \K(F)\-1e(g)dg,
J€XJ •>{g<EPG(F);g-1hg<EK(F)}

where h = N8 = 8a(8) ■ ■ ■ ae-\8) (e = [E : F]) is an element of T(F) n K since

8a(8) = a(8)8. Let F be the completion of the maximal unramified extension Fur of
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F. Denote by í> a Frobenius element in Gal(F/F) whose restriction to E is our a.

We have

XF = G(F)x0 3 XE = G(E)x0 d XF = G(F)x0.

The semidirect product G(F)><\ (<5?) acts on the building XF, and

yC-.*) _   Yh Y(S1>-fe) _   YSa
A.p —   y\F, Ap —   J\E   .

If ft = 1 and a = e - 1, then the determinant of (xaf) is 1, so that the group (h, 0)

is equal to (h"<i>e, /i<ï>). Since the map from G(6F) to itself by g •-> g~l<&e(g) is

surjective, given our h in T(F) n K there exists c in G(0F) with /ta = c"13>£'(c). Put

6' = ch^(c)-1 (in G(0j?)) to obtain that (ha<i>e, A$> = C-\^e,8'^)c and ** =

c-1X|'a. Since <A, $> is commutative, ö' = $e(o') lies in G(F), in fact in K. As

N8' = chc'1 and N8 = h are conjugate, and o, o" lie in K, there exists c0 in # with

ô' = Cooa(co)-1. Then XF = c-xcQXF°, and since e^c"1) = 1 we have

E  •(*)-   E *(*).

The right side here is equal to A(h)'1 by Kazhdan's lemma.

This terminates the proof of Lemma 6.1, hence Proposition 4.

7. Reformulation. The groups T(E) and G(E) can be viewed as groups over F

upon restricting scalars from E to F, and we may take the form of the L-group with

respect to the galois group Gal(F/F) of the unramified closure F of F; thus

LH =LH° X Gal(F/F), where H(F) = F(F), F(F) or G(F). The homomorphisms

of §§1 and 1.1 define L-group homomorphisms LT(F) ->LT(E) -^>LG(E), whose

composition we denote by c There is a canonical isomorphism [C] between semisim-

ple conjugacy classes s in LH whose projection on Gal(F/F) is the Frobenius

element $, and irreducible unramified representations tts of H(F). For any spherical

function/in the Hecke algebra H = H(//(F), H((9)) we denote by/v the function

on lr/°xO given by fv(s) = tr irs(fx $). The Satake map is an isomorphism

between H and the algebra of regular class functions on LH.

Now put Hc = H(G(F), G(6E)) and Hr - H(F(F), T(0)). The map c*\ Hc U

Hr dual to c: LT(F) ^LG(E) is defined by (c*ff(s) = fv(c(s)), namely, (c*/)v is

the restriction of/v to LT(F).

7.1. Proposition. For any finY\.cand h in NT(E) we have A( h )I„(f) = (c*f)(h).

Proof. This is equivalent to Proposition 4. Indeed

tr^(/X 0) =/v(c(0)) = (c*f)V(8) = 0(c*f) = (c*f)(h).

8. FE splits. Let m be a divisor of n, Fm the unramified extension of F of degree m,

and n' = n/m. Suppose FE splits as a direct sum of n' copies of Fm. Then

T(F) = ®TX(F) with TX(F) = Fx e GL(m, F), so that T(F) lies in the Levi

component M(F) = GL(m, F)"' of a standard parabolic subgroup F(F) of G(F)

= GL(n, F). The map

c:LT(F)^LT(E)-*LG(E)
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splits through c = j » © c„ where j is the embedding LM(E) -^LG(E) and c¡:

LTf(F) -+LTf(E)->LGL(m, E). Note that j*f = f$, where A is the unipotent

radical of F and K = GL(n, &E), and for /n in M(E) we put

/v(™)=/"(      f(k-lmna(k))dndk
J V   J Ali F\'K JN(E)

= \det (Ad(Nm) - I)\LieNlF)\ ff f(k-ln'lma(nk)) dn dk.

Here Am = NE/Fm can be viewed as an element of M(F), and Ad h indicates the

adjoint action of h on the Lie algebra of N(F). j* is the map dual to j from

Hc = H(G(F), G(0E)) to H(M(F), M(0E)).

For 8 in T(E) c M(F) and h = N8 in F(F) define

/>(//) = det[ (Ad(//) - I)\ LieG(E)/LieC,,(E)J,

where Gh (resp. Mf) is the centralizer of h in G (resp. M). Note that Mh = Gh. Also

put

Define

D'(h) = det[ (Ad(h) - I)\ueM(F)/ueMh(F,]-

m(m-l)val(Ä(Ä))/2 _ | À / > \ I vm(m - l)val<á'(/¡))/2A(h) = |Ä(/,)|C(m~1)vaI<A<',))/2 = |Ä(A)|£

where fm = exp (2-ni/m) and A(/i), A'(ft) are elements of F whose squares have

valuations equal to those of D(h), D'(h), respectively. Note that D'(h) and A' (h)

split naturally as products of n' factors D¡(h) and A'¡(h). Also put

h(f) = Tj(fi)/ em(x)/(x-1oa(x))¿x,
•/G4°(E)/C(E)

where em(x) = f^al(detJc), and set/E = c*f, where c*: Hc -» Hr is the map dual to c:

LT(F) —> LG(E). Note that r\ is a product of «' characters.

8.1. Lemma. For a regular h in NT(E) we have A(h)Ih(f) = fe(h).

Proof. j*f is a linear combination of products TlfLif of functions f¡ in

H(GL(w, E), GL(w, 0E)). Thus A(h)Ih(f) is a linear combination of products of

the form A,(//,)/„_(/,.), where h = (hx,...,hn,), A,(h,) = \ Ä;.(A,.)IC(m"lyv,,1(Ä''(*'))/2.

and /Ä is defined using 17, and an integral over G'S°(E)\G'(E), where G' = GL(w).

But Proposition 7.1 implies that A¡(h¡)Ih (ff) = (c*f¡)(h¡). Since c*/ is a linear

combination of products over /' of c*f¡, the lemma follows.

9. E splits. We shall now discuss the case where F splits as a direct sum

F © • • • © R of e' copies of a field extension R of degree r over F Then

G(F) = G(R) © • • ■ © G(F) and Gal(E/F), which is generated by a, acts by

ax = (x2, x3,.. .,xe,, xx),    where x = (x,, x2,.. .,xe,).

Then ae'x = tx generates Gal(F/F). The function /= (fx,...,fe,) is an e'-tuple,

where /, = • • •  = /., is the characteristic function of the maximal compact subgroup
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G(0R), and fx is any spherical function in HR. Also e(x) = e(xx.. .xe,), where

e(xx) = ?„vaI<de,Jtl)>?n = e-2"'7". We take ô = (8X,.. .,8e,) with 8¡ in G(0R), so that

f        e(x)f(x-18o(x))dx
JPG(E)

= f e(xx...xe,)fx{x{18xx2)f2(x2%x3)--- fe,(x-}8e,TXx).

Here

xe, = 8e,TXf, xe,_f = 8e,_fXe,, ...,x2 = 82x3 = 8283 ■■■ 8e,_f8e,Txx.

Since all 6, lie in G(6R) we obtain

(       e(xf)e ff(xf-l8f ■ ■ ■ 8e,TXf) dXf = (        Ê^xJ/^x^V^i) dxx.
JPG(R) JPG(R)

Here 80 = 8X ■ ■ ■ 8e, lies in G(6R) and we require that NR/F80 is regular in G(F).

Also er(xx) = Çf^detxi\ where fr = e2*i/r, r = [R: F). Proposition 7.1 and Lemma

8.1 now apply to R,fx e HR in place of E, f e HE.

10. Automorphic forms. Let L2 = L2(G(F)\G(A£)) be the space of square-

integrable functions \p on Z(A£)G(F)\ G(A£) which transform under Z(A£) by 6.

Here 6 is a character of Z(E)\Z(AE) with 6(oz/z) = e(z"), where e is a character

on EX\AE whose restriction to Ax is of order exactly n. Thus 4>(zg) = 6(z)\p(g)

for z in Z(A£) and g in G(A£). Let/be a compactly supported (modulo Z(A£))

smooth function on G(A£) which transforms under Z(AE) by 6~l. G(AE) acts on L2

by right translations: r(g)\p(h) = ^(hg), and L2 splits as a direct sum of invariant

subspaces which appear discretely or continuously. Define the operator r(oe)\p(g)

= e(o~1g)\¡/(o~ig) on L2, and consider the operator r(foe) which maps ^ to the

function (of h ) in L2 given by

r(foe)rj,(h)= [ f(og)r(goe)4'(h)dg
•/Z(A£)\C(A£)

= f /(ag)E(a-1(Mg)^(a-1(/')g)^
•'Z(A£)\G(A£)

E f /(//-1ôa(g))e(g)^(g)Jg.
SeZ(£)\C(£) JZ(\E)G(E)\G(AE)

Arthur [A] proved an identity of the form T.ßJj(f) = Ex •//(/), generalizing

Selberg's trace formula. In our case a and e preserve each parabolic subgroup F of

G = GL(rt). Hence although [A] deals with the nontwisted situation only, the

techniques generalize at once to deal with our situation. Let K be a sufficiently large

finite set of places.

10.1. Lemma. Suppose that f = ®fv, where f, is spherical in HE for v outside V, and

f, is supported on the a-regular set of G(Ef) for v in V, namely on the 8 with

h = NE/F8 regular in G(FV). Then L^J^f) of [A] takes the form

Lc(8)f e(g)f(g^8o(g))vT(g)dg,
,S\ •/Z(A£)Gs°(A)\G(Af)
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where the sum ranges over a set of representatives 8 for the a-conjugacy classes in

G(E)/Z(E) so that N8 is regular. c(8) is a volume factor which is equal to

| G g ( F ) Z(A) \ Gg(A) | // N8 is elliptic and nonconjugate to zN8 for any z in Z(F). The

weight factor vr(g) is left-invariant under Gg(A), a group isomorphic over F to Gh(A) if

h = N8 lies in G(F).vT(g) equals 1 ifN8 is elliptic regular.

Proof. The proof is clear from [A, Theorem 8.1], the definition of JP 0(x, y), and

the computations on pp. 950-951 of [A].

Note that our assumption on/, (v in V) is very restrictive. It would not permit

deducing local results, for example, in the case of the Deligne-Kazhdan comparison

of representations of GL(«) and the multiplicative groups of simple algebras. Since

we compare here GL(«) and GL(1), the global strong multiplicity one theorem

compensates (see Proposition 15.2) for the lack of local knowledge of the germs of/E.

11. Lemma. The sum ranges only over 8 with N8 conjugate in G(E) to an elliptic

(regular) element h in a torus T(F) ofG(F) whose splitting field is FE.

Proof. The integral vanishes unless e(g) = 1 for all g in Gh(A). Since h is regular,

Gh(F) is isomorphic to a product Y\ri=xLx of the multiplicative groups of fields L,

with E;_JL, : F] = n, and e(W¡^xl¡) = e(Uri=xN¡(l¡)), N¡ is the norm map from L, to

F. We have N¡ALe ker(e|Ax) = NF/FAF for 1 < i < r, since e(g) = 1 for g in

Gh(A). Hence L, contains FE for all / so that r = 1 and Lx = FE, as required.

12. x-expansion. We have to describe also the sum Lx^xr(/) of [A']. Fortunately

most terms here vanish. It is a sum over

(1) all standard (containing a fixed minimal such M0) Levi factors M of parabolic

subgroups P of G (defined over E),

(2) subspaces 91 = Hom^AL^R) of 31M = Hom(AYM),R),

(3) elements s in the Weyl group W%(%M) of distinct maps from 3tM to itself

obtained by restriction of the elements of if(2t0), the Weyl group of 3l0 = 31 ̂ , such

that their space of fixed vectors is precisely 31,

(4) unitary discrete series representations t of M(AE) so that s("t ® e') = t. We

put e' for e"1.

We have M = GL(nx) X • ■ • X GL(«r) and nx + ■ ■ ■ + nr = n, t = (rx,...,Tr)

and s permutes the factors. An orbit (t',V ® e',° r' ® e'V,...) of length r' in t

must be the entire t since the restriction of e to Ax is of order n, and "V ® e'V

• • • "' e' = t' implies that e"'"' = 1 on Ax. Hence ä does not have any fixed vectors

except {0}, so that 91 = {0}, and M is GL(«')r with rn' = n.

Hence Y.xJ^(f) is equal to the sum over M = GL(n% n = rn', and s in

WmCñM), and discrete series representations t of M(AE) with s("t ® e') = t, of

\WM\ i
(12.1) -L-^J-|deu>£' - 1)|„J   tr[M(s)l(r,fXoe)],

where W0M = W(M, Mf), W0= W(G, M0) and M(s) is an operator intertwining

the induced representation I(r) = F^(t) of G from t on M with itself. As /(t) is

irreducible, M(s) is a scalar. Hence we can write (12.1) in the form cMir I(r, f X ae)

with a constant cM.
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13. (9-expansion. The sum T.eJj(f) takes the form

E|Z(A)F(F)\F(A)|/ e(g)f(g-'8a(g))dg.
S •/Z(A£)GS°(A)\G(A£)

As in §§0 and 11, F is a fixed F-torus of G whose splitting field is FE, so that

T(F) = Fx. The sum ranges over a-conjugacy classes in G(E) of 8 in T(E)/Z(E)

with regular norm h = N8, equivalently over conjugacy classes in G(F) of regular h

in T(F)/Z(F). This can be expressed as a sum over the regular h in T(F)/Z(F),

divided by n. Indeed, h and h' of T(F)/Z(F) are conjugate in G(F) if and only if

h' = tA for some t in Gal(FE/F). Since the Tamagawa number |Z(A)F(F)\ F(A)|

and the cardinality of Gal( FE/F) are both n we obtain

E / e(g)f(g-18ag)dg,
h(=NT(E)/NZ(E)    Z(A£)G£(A)/G(A£)

where by NT(E) we mean NE/F(T(F) ®F E) (= NL/FLX, see §0), and o is an

element of T(E) with regular h = N8.

For any A in Fx = T(F) put A(A) = Yl(&(h) - <P'(A)) (1 < i <j < n). It

satisfies <Î>(À(A)) = (-1)"("-1)/2À(A). Fix h0 in Fx with Ä(A0) f 0. Then A(h)A(hf)

lies in F Define A = Ah by

A(//)=iA/Ir")/2iÀ(//)KÀ(MÀ(/l0))"(',-i)/2.

This definition is regarded as a local definition, at each place v of F, and as a global

definition, for each idèle h of Fx. In fact we fix a global A0 in Ff, and note that for

each global h in Fx we have A(/j) = 1. Since h0 is global (rational), it is a unit at

almost all v, and our definition coincides with the one given in §3 of A(h).

For any o in T(Ef) with regular /z = N8 in F^,) put

/.„(A) = K(h)nÁS)í ev(g)fv(g-l8a(g))dg.
JZ(EU)G%(FV)\G(EV)

Here we choose a character tj of T(E)\T(AE) as in Lemma 0.1, and r¡D is its

component at v. In particular ftv(h) depends only on h, and r/(ô) = 1 for all rational

ô in T(E). Put /E(A) = Y\Jeu(h) for h in NT(AE). Then the ^expansion is equal to

E       /.-(*).
h(=NT(E)/NZ(E)

As noted in §0 we have NT(E) = NL/FLX and NZ(E) = NE/FEX. Moreover,

fAh) = fA-rh) for all t in Gal(FJF), by definition of fcv.

14. Identity. Let K be a finite set of places v of F. It includes the infinite primes,

those which ramify in FJF or E/F, where wv is ramified, and Ä(h0) is not a unit.

For v outside V we take /, in the Hecke algebra H„ of G(EV) with respect to

Kv = G(0E ). Lemma 8.1 implies that/e(, = e*(ff) is a spherical function in Hr on

T(FV). At v in F we take/, which vanishes on the o with singular A = N8. It is clear

that ftv is then a smooth compactly supported (modulo NZ(Ef)) function on

NT(EV). It vanishes near the singular set of T(Ff), and transforms under NZ(Ef) by

fJUfz) = 0v(z)-\v(z)fv(h)-

Each such function on NT(Ef) is so obtained.
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Applying the Poisson summation formula, the C-expansion is equal to Lxx(f),

where

xU) = UxÂU,       X.(/J = / Xv(h)fjh)dh.
v JNZ(Ei,)\NT(Ev)

The sum ranges over all characters x of NT(E)\NT(AE) which satisfy x(z) =

0(z)/tj(z) for z in NZ(AE). Note that for each i in Gal(FE/F) we have Tx(/E) =

X(fe), where Tx(A) = x(TA), since/e(tA) = /e(A). Hence the sum can be put in the

form

L nxx(ft),
XmodGal(Fe/F)

where nx denotes the number of t in Gal(FJF) with Tx ¥= x-

14.1. Proposition. For the above fand fe we have

E«XX(/J= EcMtr/(T,/Xae).
X M.T

The sum on the left ranges over all characters x of NT(E)\NT(AE) which satisfy

X(Az) = 0(z)/r\(z) (z in Z(A£)), taken modulo Gal(FJF). The sum on the right

ranges over all divisors r > 1 of n, and all representations it = Ifr of G(A£) with

central character 0 induced from a discrete series representation

t = (t',V ® e',°y ® e'V,...)

of the parabolic subgroup F(A£) with Levi factor M(AE) = GL(«', A£)r, n = rn',

with "V = t' ® e'V • • • "'  e' and e' = e"1. The coefficients cM are those of §12.

15. Refinement. We need a refined form of Proposition 14.1, in which the sums

extend over a single element each. For that we prove

15.1. Lemma. Suppose F is local or global, e is a character of CE with restriction to

CF of order n, and m is an irreducible admissible or automorphic representation of

GL(«, E) or GL(«, A£) with V = it ® e. Then there exists a divisor r of n, and a

(super) cuspidal representation r' of GL(n') (n = rn') with °V = t' ® e'V • • • "' e'

(e' = e^1), so that tr is equal to the representation IF(r) induced from the representa-

tion

t= (t',V ® e',°V ® e'V,...,or~V ® e'V • • • °'"V)

of the parabolic subgroup P with Levi factor M = GL(«')r.

Proof. Given w there exists a unique (up to association [JS, p. 808]) pair (F, t)

consisting of a standard (upper triangular) parabolic subgroup F and a cuspidal

representation t of the Levi subgroup M of F, so that tr is a constituent of the

representation Ir(t) induced to G from t on P. The uniqueness is proven in

Bernstein-Zelevinski [BZ] if F is local, and in Jacquet-Shalika [JS, Theorem 4.4], for

global F Since V a it ® e and tr specifies Ir(t), we have /(V) ="I(t) s /(t) ® e

= /(t ® e), and the argument of §12 implies that F and t have the asserted form.

But /(t) is irreducible by [BZ], hence w is equal to I(t), as asserted.
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This lemma implies that all t which appear in Proposition 14.1 are not only in the

discrete series, but also cuspidal. Since all tr = I(t) of Proposition 14.1 are irreduc-

ible, Theorem 4.4 of [JS] implies that for any two such tr = IR(r), it' = Ip(r'), if

ttv = tt'v for almost all v, then tr = it'. This fact, its analogue for the x's [K,

Proposition 3, p. 238] and the validity of Proposition 14.1 with/ = ®/„ so that/, is

an arbitrary spherical function for v outside V, implies, via a standard approxima-

tion argument [K, p. 242], the following

15.2. Proposition. There exists a one-to-one correspondence from the set of

characters x °f NT(E)\NT(AE) with x(Nz) = 6(z)/-q(z) (z in Z(AE)) taken

modulo Gal(FJF), and automorphic representations tt ofGL(n,AE) with "it a tr ® e

(described in Lemma 15.1), and central character 0, so that x(/e) = c tr ir(f X ae) for

all f, fe related as in §14, where c is a constant independent of f, /E (see Proposition

14.1).

Note (as in §0) that the group NT(E) is isomorphic to the subgroup NL/FLX of
Fx.

Notation. We denote the above correspondence by x *■* ir-

le. We shall now derive a few consequences of Proposition 15.2.

16.1. Corollary. // x is a character of NL/FAL and r' is a representation of

GL(«', A£) with °t' = t' ® e", where a' = a1, e" = e°e • • • " e, so that x corre-

sponds to t', then x corresponds to the representation tr ofGL(n,AE) with "tr = tt ® e,

given by

it = F=(t',V ® e',°V ® e'V,...,°'~V 9 e'V •••0'~V),

the representation induced from the parabolic subgroup P with Levi component M =

GL(n').

Proof. This follows from the validity of the analogous local statement for almost

all (unramified) places (see §1), and Proposition 15.2.

16.2. Corollary. Any tr with "tr = tr ® e has the form described in Corollary 16.1,

locally and globally.

Proof. The global statement follows from Corollary 16.1. To prove the local

statement suppose that tr = IR,(r", "t" ® e',...), where t" is a supercuspidal repre-

sentation of GL(r, Ef) and P' has Levi component GL(/-)S, where rs = n and r does

not divide «'. Further °"r" s r" ® e'", where a" = as and e'" = e"e • • ■ °"'e. To

obtain a contradiction, which will prove our assertion, we need to show

16.3. Proposition. Ifiru is a supercuspidal representation ofG(Ef) with "tru s tru®

£„, then there exists a cuspidal representation tr of G(AE) with "tr = tr ® e and

component tru, where eu is the component at u of the character e defined in §10.

Proof. It suffices to apply the trace formula twisted as in §10 with a function

/ = <&/„ whose component/, at u is a matrix coefficient of w , and its component/„

at some w =£ v is supported on the a-regular set. For such / the x-expansion collapses

to a sum over cuspidal tt with V a 77 ® e and component tru as in the lemma,
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and the (^-expansion has the form Y.hfe(h); A ranges over a discrete subgroup

NZ(E)\NT(E) and/E is compactly supported. Hence the sum is finite. Reducing

the support of fw we may assume that the sum consists of a single summand, and it is

nonzero, as required.

16.4. Corollary. For each local tru with °ttu = tru ® e„ there exists a unique

character xu of NLJKLX  up to conjugation by Gal(FE„/F„), so that x„(/eJ =

c tr iru(fu X aef). Here u is a place of F which does not split in E; eu is a character of

Ex whose restriction to Fx has order n, and it defines the extension Feu of Fu. tru is a

representation ofGL(n, Ef). c is a constant independent offu, tru andxu-

Proof. Existence follows at once from Lemma 15.1, Proposition 16.3 and Prop-

osition 15.2. Uniqueness follows from the fact that/EU is an arbitrary function on the

regular set of NZ(Eu)\NT(Ef).

16.5. Corollary. For each xu there exists a tru as in Corollary 16.4.

Proof. Extend x„ to a global character x, and apply Proposition 15.2.

16.6. Note. It is clear from Corollary 16.1 that the study of the local analogue of

the correspondence of Proposition 15.2 can be reduced to the case of / = 1, namely

FeD E = F.

17. It remains to deal with the case where / = 1, namely FE n F = F.

17.1. Proposition. If tr = I(r), where t = (t',V ® e',...,""""1 r' ® e'V • • •

""" e'), and r' is a representation of GL(w', E), mm' = n, with "V' = r' ® e",

a' = am, e" = e"e • • • em_1, then (m, e) = 1; equivalently (e, n) divides m'.

Proof. Let F' be the fixed field of a' in E. Its degree over F is the greatest

common divisor (m, e) of m and e. It is clear that the order of e"|F' divides m'. But

e"|F' is the m/(m, e)th power of e°Nr/F\F'. As E n F' = F we deduce that the

order of e"|F' is n(m, e)/m = m'(m, e). This divides m' only if (m, e) = 1.

In this lemma, tr can be viewed as a local or global representation, and e is of

course a character of CE whose restriction to CF has order n.

In view of Proposition 17.1 we consider only m' divisible by (e, n), or m prime to

e. Let FE be an extension of F, contained in FE, of degree m'. Let x be a character of

CF which is fixed by Gal(FJF'f). Then there exists a character x' of CF-t with

X = x'° nf/f- In fact the restriction of x to NL/FCL determines x' on NL/F¡,CL

only. Denote by r' the representation of GL(/n', E) with °f' = t' ® e" correspond-

ing to x'j and put tr = I(r), where t is as in Proposition 17.1.

17.2. Proposition, x' corresponds to t' if and only ifx corresponds to tr.

Proof. As this statement is valid in the unramified local case, it follows from

Proposition 15.2 that it is true for global representations, and by Proposition 16.3

and Lemma 15.1 it holds locally too.
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Let F' be the extension of F of degree (n, e) contained in FE. It follows that

17.3. Corollary, x corresponds to a (super) cuspidal tr if and only if x ts not fixed

by any element of Gal( FJF').

Note that our local correspondence x *~* w can be expressed also by means of

character relations, thus determining germs of certain linear combinations of char-

acters, as in [K, Theorem A(a), p. 212]. However, the factor A(/°) there should be

A(/) (independent of a). This is useful for the study of the metaplectic correspon-

dence.

There remains to show that locally the correspondence x ** f is one-to-one. By

Corollary 17.3 it suffices to show this for supercuspidal it. Namely we have to show

17.4. Proposition. Iftr andtr' are supercuspidal and

(*) trtr(fx ae) = ctrtr'ifx ae),

then tr and tr' are equivalent.

Proof. It suffices to let /be a matrix coefficient/, of tr, for then the left side is 1,

and the right side is 0 unless tr = tr'. However, the identity (*) is available for

functions / supported on the a-regular set only, by our assumptions in §10. So it

remains to show that (*) holds also with/ = /„. But the characters X-n and X-n' can De

shown by methods of Harish-Chandra [H] to be locally integrable on G(E). Hence

the functional f *-* tr tr(fx ae) is continuous. Since /„. is a limit of functions /

supported only on the a-regular set, the lemma follows.

17.5. We wish to present an alternative proof for the fact, used in Proposition

17.4, that there exists a locally integrable function xAg) on G(E), smooth on the

set of g with regular Ng, so that

trtr(fXoe)=f XÂg)f(g) dg.
JZ(E)\G(E)

(Our equalities below are valid only up to a constant multiple.) Indeed,

trtr(fX ae) = x(f)

-■/ x(N8)A(N8)V(8)f e(g)f(gl8a(g))
JZ(E)T(E)'-°\T(E) JGs(E)\G(E)

= ( A(N8)2
•/[Z(£)7-(E)I-°\7'(E)]X[G|(E)\G(E)]

E     A(N8«)-lx(N8")v(8»)e(g)
Gal(E,/E)

/(g-'ooig)).

Hence it follows from the Weyl integration formula that

xÁg-'ooig)) = e(g)Ex(^w)T)(o-)/A(Aow)
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if 8 lies in T(E), and x„(g) = 0 if Ng is regular but not conjugate to an element of

T(F), as claimed.

17.6. From 17.5 it follows that

X„(r1ôa(g)) = e(g)X.(ô)        (Sin F(F)).

We can arrive at this formula without the explicit computation of x-n- Recall that

V a it 9 e, hence A = tr(oe) is an intertwining operator with Atr(g) =

tr(og)e~l(g)A. Also tr(f) = ff(x)tr(x) dx, hence

w(g"1)w(/)7r(ag) = y'/(x)w(g-1xag) = j f(gxag-l)tr(x)

where/g(x) = f(gxag'1). Hence

/ X.(*)/(*) - tr»(/)i4 = tr»(g)-1»(/)^*(í)

= trw(g-1)7r(/)w(ag)e(g)"1^(

= tre(g)-V(/«)^ = e(g)-1 f f(gxog-l)Xn(x)

= e{g)~X j xÁg~lx°g)f(x)>

as asserted.

17.7. Finally we give an alternative proof for the validity of (*) with / = /„.

Theorem 9 of [H, p. 43] asserts that

trtr(f)A = f dgf      f(x)(v,tT(g-1)tr(x)Atr(g)v)dx
JZ(E)\G(E)       JG(E)

= j dgj dxe~1(g)f(x)(v, tr(g-1xag)Av),

where (•, •) is an inner product in the space of tr and v is a vector of length 1. We

put f„(g) = (v,ir(g)Av). Part V of [H] (suitably modified to our twisted case),

implies that since tr is supercuspidal, we have

X„(«) = / e(x)-1fr(x-i8ax).
JGi(E)\G(E)

Hence if we put/„(g) = (tr(g)Av, v), it follows from the explicit determination of

X„ above that A(N8)fe(x)fn(x~18ax) is a smooth function of o. Hence

tr»'(/. X ae) = / xAg)f.(g) = fx(N8)A(N8)v(8) J e(g)f„{g-18og)
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(8 in Z(E)T(E)l~a\T(E), g in G°S(E)\G(E)), is a well-defined convergent

integral, which is equal to tr w(/„ X ae) ( = 1), and ( * ) holds with / = /„, as was to

be shown.

Proposition 17.4 has the following generalization.

18. Proposition. The characters f -» tr tr(f X ae) of a finite set of inequivalent

representations tr of G ' = GL(«, F) are linearly independent.

Proof. Since "tr = tr ® e, there eixsts an operator A on the space of tr with

Atr(ax) = e(x)tr(x)A. Hence Aetr(x) = e(Nx)tr(x)Ae, and the order n' of e(Ax)

divides n. Thus Ae"'tr(x) = tr(x)Aen' for all x in G', and Ae"' is a scalar which we

can choose to be 1. Let G" be the direct product of jun with the semidirect product

G' X (ae). Here (ae) is the cyclic group of order en' generated by the symbol ae,

and (ae)~1gae = (a(g), e(g)'1). Then tr extends to a representation tr' of G" which

is faithful on the nn factor, and 7r'(ae) = A. Let t be a character of (ae) so that

f = r(ae) is a primitive en'th root of unity. Put tr[ = tr' ® t'. Then

(e«')-1ET-'(ae)X;(x X(ae)j) = 8/xX(x X ae),
i

where

trtr;{fx(ae)J)= f   x',{xX(ae)J)f(x)dx.

Now a linear relation of the x(x x ae) implies a linear relation of the x'- But if tr

and tr are inequivalent then m¡ and trj are inequivalent for all / and j, and we obtain

a contradiction by linear independence of characters on the group G".

Let t/> = i//£/F be a character of Fx whose kernel is NE/FEX, and 0 the characteris-

tic function of x in G = GL(«, F) with ^(det x) = 1.

Corollary. Let tr¡ be finitely many irreducible representations of G with tr¡ ® \pj

inequivalent to trk for all integers i, j, k. Then the characters f -* tr tr¡(6f X e) are

linearly independent.

Proof. etrtr(0fX e) = fxAx)[^'(x)U(x) dx = L¡tr tr ® p(fX e).

Note that tr tr ® \P(0f X e) = tr tr(6f X e).
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